Conceptual inference on texts with natural language processing is one of the most important topics of artificial intelligence. The meaning extraction process with artificial intelligence algorithms is frequently done in foreign languages, and in recent years studies for Turkish have been increasing. In this study, concept-meaning extraction studies made for Turkish have been researched and extraction algorithms which can be done on the computer network concept dictionary have been investigated.
Introduction
Natural language processing (NLP) is one of the lower branches of artificial intelligence, and language works with areas such as shape and meaning. Together with developing information projects, work in the field of NDP is increasing rapidly. The increase of the studies made possible the meaning relations in the language features by calculating them with concept relations.
When the language structure is resolved and the semantic properties are removed, the largest conceptual dictionary created is Wordnet (Miller, Beckwith, Fellbaum, Gross & Miller, 1993) . Wordnet was tried to be associated many times after manual creation, but ultimately the first experiments of automatic association were done by Hearts (Hearts, 1998) . Wordnet was originally developed for the English language. As usage increases, it has begun to be developed for various languages (Vossen,1998) . The Balkanet project has been developed as a Wordnet subproject with Balkan languages and Turkish (Bilgin, Cetinoglu & Oflazer, 2004 ).
This study focuses on two main reasons. Firstly; Studies conducted for Turkish Wordnet and related texts have been examined. Studies on Turkish sound structure and automation algorithms have been investigated. The second study aims to present concepts on the works that can be used on ontological (conceptual) dictionary created in another study by extracting concepts from Turkish Wordnet, Turkish Informatics Society, Turkish Language Association dictionary and computer network books. Turkish has the ability to create new vocabulary along with every addition it adds . In studies conducted for the Turkish language (Oflazer, Say, Hakkani-Tur & Tur, 2003; Oflazer, 2003; Hakkani-Tur, Tur & Oflazer, 2002) , the words are grouped into shooting groups. The study aims to separate the words on the quoted text and to work on their roots.
Studies

Wordnet Anaysis Studies
One of the works done for Turkish Wordnet is the work done by using automatic translation and template methods. WordNet for translation has been translated into Turkish. As a template method; One template for each relationship between the concepts was created. Whether the words around the templates belonged to that class were examined; The samples obtained are divided into two classes (Amasyali, 2011) . In his work Gungor worked with dictionary based algorithm and achieved successful results. A single feature of the Wordnet dictionary has not been exploited, many features have been looked at. Most of the algorithms developed are; Is an algorithm developed by removing the concept from irrelevant words in the definition citation (Aydin, Erkan, Gungor & Takci, 2014) .
In a study prepared considering the conceptual relations of the Turkic people, the words are divided into additions and roots. The endings of the roots, endless numbers and ordering, have been worked on in a certain part, rather than working in a large dictionary, making it difficult to use. After separating the words, their suffixes and their roots, the suffixes formed additional pairs among themselves. Since there is more than one sequential sound rule, a basic statistical based study is done. For error correction, the additions and roots of the kelmen were scanned in their resource pools and replaced by replacing the roots with the appropriate resource set. In this context; Fuzzy logic simulations, misconceptions made in the past, and encounter rates encountered during resource training (Dilsiz, 2005) . In another surveillance exercise, firstly it was checked whether or not heel was spelled. Non-spoofable words are not accepted in Turkish and added to the dictionary to be created by the user. Ignorable words are resolved according to the generated hyphenation algorithm. This analysis is based on the Turkish sound rules, and at least one word that does not fit is accepted as a Turkic word entered from foreign languages. In the dictionary, Turkish equivalents are suggested for words with corresponding Turkish equivalents. Words that cannot be analyzed are not in Turkish or they are accepted as erroneous and the suggestions are listed. The flow diagram of the word suggestion algorithm of the work done in Figure 1 is shown (Delibas, 2008) . 
Computer Network Terms And Resolution Recommedations
In a previous study, the merging of the knowledge dictionary was done in the prepared TXT file; Turkish Wordnet, Turkish Language Association TDK Synonyms dictionary Turk Dil Kurumu Ana Sayfası(2015) Turkish Informatics Society information dictionary (Bilisim Sozlugu, 2014) . Es Anlamyakın Arama Sozlugu(mythes-tr,2014 ) and the created dictionary were used. Because the generated dictionary is ontological base, the use of Turkish concept mining and analysis algorithms in their projects can increase the success (Aktas, Yilmaz, Cakir & Kutlu, 2016) . In Figure 2 , used dictionaries and word counts are shown. The dictionary structure, unlike the other dictionaries, consists not only of synonyms or semantics, but also of multiple situations. With the word itself; Synonym, side meaning, opposite meaning, definition tags. The implication of the side of Keliman can be explained as follows; For example, "network" is synonymous with "network", and "unix" is connected to "network" with a meaning. When you get out of the created dictionary; The dictionary can be analyzed using ontological analysis algorithms. One of the analysis works for the Turkish Language Institution is to look at the 30-word concept sequence for deriving meaning of the word. A set of contexts has been removed from the words on the right and 15 left of Kelimenin. For example, in the case of the word "RAM" in the text, it is deduced that the text is related to "computer" (Aydin, Erkan, Gungor & Takci, 2014) . This can be the main theme of one of the concepts, sub-concepts, including a top branch of the tree, by going out of the way, checking the concept's synonyms and close meaning labels.With the concealed semantic indexing method (GAD), more meaningful results were obtained than the GAD method, which was formed from the terms of 2-gram and 3-gram letters with n gram supported GAD study. Generated terms are words accepted and meaningful associations are established (Guven, 2007) . In Hung's work, he used additional semantic category information in the SOM (self-organizing map) model to improve field clustering performance. Three new vector presentation approaches have been proposed, namely the extended meaningful vector model, the hypernymic significant vector model and the hybrid vector space model. It has been seen that clustering performance has been improved Figure 3 . Class hierarchy of ontology-based concept map (Gultepe & Memis, 2014) by removing symbolic information from Wordnet ontology with the hypernyms significant vector model emerging from these three models. Information from an ontology, such as WordNet ontology, has been shown to improve SOM clustering performance (Hung & Wermter, 2004) . The concept can be deduced by studying the relationship between the concept and the concept map with the semantic tag.
In Gultepe study, course planning, implementation and planning concept maps were created ontology basis. For this, Protégé used the ontology development editorial. The graphical interface of this ontology, 6-7-8. He visualized the concept maps of class mechanical topics (Gultepe & Memis, 2014) . The display on the ontology-based concept map of the ordering of these classes is shown in Figure 3 .In the study which was tested on ODTU-Sabanci Wooden Structure, statistical results were obtained based on decision support machines as a classifier and double dependency probabilities in loyalty analysis for Turkish (Eryigit, Adali & Oflazer, 2006) . and the hybrid vector space model. It has been seen that clustering performance has been improved by removing symbolic information from Wordnet ontology with the hypernyms significant vector model emerging from these three models. Information from an ontology, such as WordNet ontology, has been shown to improve SOM clustering performance (Hung & Wermter, 2004) . The concept can be deduced by studying the relationship between the concept and the concept map with the semantic tag.
In Gultepe study, course planning, implementation and planning concept maps were created ontology basis. For this, Protégé used the ontology development editorial. The graphical interface of this ontology, 6-7-8. He visualized the concept maps of class mechanical topics (Gultepe & Memis, 2014) . The display on the ontology-based concept map of the ordering of these classes is shown in Figure 3 .In the study which was tested on ODTU-Sabancı Wooden Structure, statistical results were obtained based on decision support machines as a classifier and double dependency probabilities in loyalty analysis for Turkish (Eryigit, Adali & Oflazer, 2006) .
Results and Recommendations
In this study, the meaning and concept extraction studies on Turkish Wordnet and conceptually related dictionaries were examined.
Firstly, considering the studies, it is seen that the algorithms constructed in the field of NLD are basically the same as the conceptual inference of synonyms and semantic labels and that the definition label is effectively used when used as a side label.
Secondly, two studies which can be used for concept inferences have been investigated using the ontological dictionary, which has the largest dictionary feature made in the previously created Turkish language.
Future work will be done with artificial intelligence algorithms on concept inference for computer networks, and the success of existing algorithms will be examined.
